
21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the21. Did it help not having to complete the          
last few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you couldlast few assignments so that you could          
focus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Pleasefocus on your essay or blog? Please          
explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.

                    
For me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. IFor me it would have been the same. I          
know how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really wellknow how to manage my time really well          
so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.so it would not have been a problem.

                    
          
22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the22. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the          
highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?highest) how would you rate this class?

                    
1/101/101/101/101/101/101/101/101/101/10

                    
          
23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other23. In your opinion, should other          
professors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarmprofessors try to use and mimic Swarm          
Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? Learning? 

                    
No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.No, please don't.

                    
          
24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the24. What changes did you see during the          
progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?progression of this class?

                    
The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.The same overall, no real change.

                    
          
25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would25. What is one change you would          
immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?immediately implement in this class?

                    
Stop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology andStop focusing on SL methodology and          
teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.teach more about the material involved.

                    
          
26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to26. Would you recommend this class to          
another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.another student? Please explain.

                    
No i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other studentNo i would not, unless the other student          
is not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying somethingis not interested in studying something          
new and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then itnew and wants  a high grade, then it          
would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.would be OK but not for me for sure.

                    
          
27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone27. What would you tell someone          
interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.interested in taking a class with Dr.          
Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?Schwandt using Swarm Learning?

                    
I would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's forI would tell him Good luck maybe it's for          
you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.you but it is not de�nitely for me.

                    
          
28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you28. Was this class as di�cult as you          
initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?initially thought?

                    
No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.No, it was exactly what i thought.

                    
          
29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about29. What are your �nal thoughts about          
this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?

                    
I hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in termsI hope that this course changes in terms          
of what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing onof what it teaches and stop focusing on          
the learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice isthe learning methodology, my advice is          
stop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want tostop advertising about what you want to          
do and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding usdo and just do it without reminding us          
every step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about howevery step of the way about how          
awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.awesome it is.

          

          
          
11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely11. What is one thing you de�nitely          
learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?learned while taking this class?

                    
That sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged byThat sometimes a book can be judged by          
its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.its cover.

                    
          
12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to12. What is one thing you plan to          
immediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class isimmediately forget once this class is          
over?over?over?over?over?over?over?over?over?over?

                    
Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.Two words Swarm Learning.

                    
          
13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's13. Do you agree with Dr. Schwandt's          
Swarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? PleaseSwarm Learning methodology? Please          
explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.

                    
No i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places tooNo i don't agree because he places too          
much of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on themuch of an emphasis on the          
methodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the materialmethodology and less on the material          
being taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting andbeing taught and this is disorienting and          
counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.counterproductive.

                    
          
14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm14. In your own words, what is Swarm          
Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?Learning?

                    
Just an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way ofJust an alternate less better way of          
teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.teaching something.

                    
          
15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use15. If you were a teacher, would you use          
Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?Swarm Learning in your class?

                    
De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.De�nitely not.

                    
          
          
16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.16. Would you take another class with Dr.          
Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?Schwandt as the professor?

                    
If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.If it involves SL then no.

                    
          
17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be17. How can the Facebook Group be          
improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?improved?

                    
It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.It can be not included for the class.

                    
          
18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with18. Are you more comfortable with          
ambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rstambiguity than when the class �rst          
started?started?started?started?started?started?started?started?started?started?

                    
Didn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with justDidn't �nd it ambiguous to start with just          
disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.disappointing.

                    
          
19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,19. If you had to retake the NFCC survey,          
how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?how would you score?

                    
I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.I guess, exactly the same score.

                    
          
20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-20. What were your thoughts on the how-
to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?to video's?

                    
They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.They were informative and useful.

          

          
          
1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed1. What was the one thing you enjoyed          
most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?most about this class?

                    
The ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and beThe ability to give my feedback and be          
heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.heard.

                    
          
2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least2. What was the one thing you least          
enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?enjoyed about this class?

                    
SL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that iSL method of teaching and the fact that i          
did not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcaredid not learn about healthcare          
administrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministrationadministration

                    
          
3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,3. If you completed your essay or blog,          
then what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did youthen what are your thoughts? Did you          
enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?enjoy writing it? Please explain?

                    
I enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic andI enjoyed reading about my topic and          
enjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. Ienjoyed researching and writing it. I          
always had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic ialways had an idea about the topic i          
chose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was achose but reading more about it was a          
nice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuffnice change from the usual routine stuff          
that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.that i read.

                    
          
4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help4. Did you enjoy your topic? Did it help          
transfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itselftransfer knowledge from the topic itself          
to the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning into the concepts you were learning in          
class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?

                    
I enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, iI enjoyed reading about my topic, i          
researched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like iresearched and wrote the paper just like i          
do for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by usingdo for every single project i have by using          
the same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked upthe same methods that i picked up          
throughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i usedthroughout the years. I don't think i used          
concepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i everconcepts taught in this class but if i ever          
did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.did that it was without me realizing it.

                    
          
5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use5. What was your favorite program to use          
in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?in this course?

                    
Plectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to usePlectica was a good platform to use          
when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.when it worked properly.

                    
          
6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?6. What was your least favorite program?

                    
The essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought itThe essay helper program, i thought it          
was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.was useless.

                    
          
7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you7. Which student blog or essay did you          
enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?enjoy reading the most?

                    
I enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog aboutI enjoyed reading the blog about          
Biommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written andBiommicry mostly, it was well written and          
easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.easy to grasp.

                    
          
8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take8. Was it a huge relief not having to take          
tests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred takingtests or would you have preferred taking          
tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?tests?

                    
It does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i wouldIt does not matter much to me, i would          
have taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learnedhave taken a test if i acutally learned          
something about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcaresomething about healthcare          
administration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL willadministration but having a test on SL will          
not be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like itnot be very fun because i did not like it          
much.much.much.much.much.much.much.much.much.much.

                    
          
9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the9. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the          
highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?highest) how confusing was this class?

                    
It was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way theIt was not confusing in the way the          
material was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty itmaterial was presented, on the contraty it          
was very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it waswas very organized. But it was          
disappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, sodisappointing in the way it was taught, so          
i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10i will give a 7/10

                    
          
10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,10. If you had to do it all over again,          
would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?would you still have taken this course?

                    
De�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was allDe�nitely no, i wish i knew what it was all          
about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.about before.
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